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November 2020 Summary 

One could summarize November very 

briefly: Vaccines are coming. Risk on. “Mic 

drop”  

Previous laggards became sudden 

winners. Previous winners built on their 

gains, for the most part. An index that 

did not add near-double digit gains 

looks (relatively) bad! Out of the 93 

primary world equity indices, only 

seven lost ground last month, the worst 

performance being -3.6%; the top 60 are 

all up more than 8%. A truly 

spectacular month for risky assets. 

The MSCI World (ACWI) just posted 

its best month ever (data since 1987) 

with a gain of 12.5%. Developed 

Markets (+13%), which go farther in 

time, printed their strongest monthly 

jump since 1975. A few major indices 

had their best month since the 80s: Dow 

Jones (+12%), Euro Stoxx 50 (+18%), 

and FTSE 100 (+12.5%).  

Evidence of a rush towards beaten-

down prospects, High Beta generated 

tremendous alpha, gaining 26% in 

NOV; Carnival and Boeing added 45% 

each. Further signs of the reversal, the 

R2K (+18.5%) had its best month ever, 

and Value beat Growth by 320bps. 

Remember that dog that was Energy? 

The NYSE Arca Oil index jumped 

33%, its strongest month ever. 

The barrel of oil added 33% in Canada, 

27% for the Brent and WTI. Industrial 

Metals (c.+12%), Lumber (+29%) and 

Soybean (+11%) joined the party. The 

greenback ceded further ground, down 

5/7 previous months, now at its lowest 

level since JUN18. Beaten-down FX 

bounced the most, e.g. BRL 7.5% 

appreciation last month. Key cryptos 

eclipsed this performance, with 

Ethereum and Bitcoin adding 56% and 

40% respectively, the latter marking a 

new all-time high. 

OTHER WORTHY 
CONSIDERATIONS 
Nominal interest rates barely 

nudged in November, even ceding 

a few bps in the US and Canada. 

Along better economic prospects 

and stronger commodity prices, 

inflation forecasts (as per 

Breakevens) tracked higher, taking 

Real Rates a bit lower into negative 

territory. Interestingly, the 12M, 2Y 

and 5Y even set new cycle lows on 

that front. 

Nevertheless, the belly of curve 

seems to be tracking higher, making 

higher lows. In the meantime, Fed 

Fund futures until 2023 have barely 

moved; the short end is truly 

anchored to ground 0. The 

steepness of the curve continues to 

grind higher: the 2-10 spread in the 

US, which troughed at -5bps in 

AUG last year, has been steadily 

rising since then, gaining a full 

25bps in OCT and NOV, now 

reaching the 75bps level. 

As can be seen on p11, some really 

long tenors in Europe remain so far 

stuck in the basement but seem to 

be hitting resistance (declining 

trendlines). Germany’s 30Y Bunds 

are still yielding neg 10bps, and 

Austria’s 2117 sovereign bond is 

barely offering half a percentage 

point yield to maturity. 

(Not a word on the US election!) 

  
 

  

The Cycle of the Curve: The Recovery Phase 

UST 10Y vs 2Y: since 1990, weekly 

Spread in bottom panel 

 

Source: Bloomberg, B-CAP calculations, and annotations. 
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EQUITIES 
One could summarize November very briefly: Vaccines are coming. Risk on. “Mic drop”  

Previous laggards became sudden winners. Previous winners built on their gains, for the most part. 

An index that did not add near-double digit gains looks (relatively) bad! Out of the 93 primary world equity indices, only 

seven lost ground last month, the worst performance being -3.6%; the top 60 are up more than 8%. A truly spectacular 

month for risky assets; let’s investigate further… 

Performance measures are expressed in local currencies and include distributions. 

Major Indices and Regional Summary 
- As per the MSCI World (aka ACWI), global equities added 12.5% in November, the benchmark’s best month since 

its beginning 33 years ago. Last month’s capital growth represents a sizable $8.4T market value appreciation.  

- Developed outperformed Emerging Markets 13% to 9.5%.  

The former was supported by strong gains from Europe, evidence being the Euro Stoxx 50 index monthly jump of 

18%, its best monthly advance since data is available in Bloomberg (1986). Japanese equities also pulled strongly, 

as per the NIKKEI 15% gain (strongest monthly performance since 1994). 

EM was dragged lower by a still respectable +5.5% from mainland China. Special mention to LatAm’s strong gain 

of 22%, its best since 1989; that region remained -23% YTD at the close of the month. 

- US equities cannot be blamed, also showing strong gains across the board. The Dow Jones was last month’s 

winner among large caps benchmarks with an impressive 12% leap forward, its strongest since 1987. Performance 

is fairly concentrated across North America, the TSX falling close behind (+10.5%, now +4% YTD incl. 

distribution). 

Market Internals and Sectors 
- High Beta’s back with a vengeance: +26% in NOV, now +17% in 2020. 

- Small Caps and Value outperformed their Large and Growth peers for a third consecutive month… 

The Russell 2000 just printed its best month ever (data going back to 1978): +18.5%. Value stocks gained as much, 

here equaling their performance from April earlier this year. 

- Energy is punching back and it is heavy; the NYSE Arca Oil Index gained 33.5%, here too its best month ever 

(inception 1988). 

- Financials and Industrials added 17% and 16% respectively. 

Utilities fared the worst, barely adding 1%. 

If Materials put on a good show as a sector, it hides losses for the Gold miners (XAU was down 4% last month). 

- Semis did not miss the show, the SOX index adding 18.5% in NOV (best month since 2002), which took its YTD 

total return to 46%. 

 

COMMODITIES 
- The barrel of oil gained 27% last month. The WTI closed above $45, a level not seen since March. 

The WCS Canadian grade even added a bit more: +33%. 

Depending on its characteristics, oil remained in contraction between 10% and 30% YTD at the end of last month. 
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- Dr Copper joined the party, endorsing the rally with a 12% bounce, a feat not seen in four years. 

Steel Rebar, Iron Ore and Aluminium confirmed the Metals trade with double digit gains. 

- After five weeks in contraction, Lumber just pulled four consecutive weekly increases, ending NOV +29%. 

- Another stand out performer was Soybean, pulling a 6th consecutive monthly gain, this time around with an 

impressive 10.5%, its best month in 4.5 years. 

 

FX AND INTEREST RATES 
- The Greenback (DXY -2.5%, now down nearly 5% YTD) remained under pressure last month. Five of its last 

seven months were negative. 

- A sign of the risk-on rotation, the AUD and the CAD added 4.5% and 2.5% respectively. 

Within EM, BRL’s impressive +7.5% was its best month in two years. 

- Ethereum gained 56% last month, taking its 2020 journey to 370%. 

Although smaller at 40%, Bitcoin’s monthly tally pushed the crypto to new all-time highs and now lies within 3% 

of the $20K level. As a reminder, it bounced on $5K back in March and traded under $1K in early 2017. 

- With all these signs pointing towards stronger estimates of economic growth, you would think that nominal 

interest rates would inch higher, but it was not the case. And this, despite inflation forecasts (as per Breakevens) 

rerating higher, which sent real rates lower into negative territory, some tenors to new cycle lows. The 10Y and 

30Y USTs even shed 3bps and 9bps, respectively. German Bunds’ yields, for their part, added a few bps along the 

curve. 

 

Feels like you need to shake the tree a bit more? 

Let us know! 

marketinfo@b-cap.ca  

 

  

mailto:marketinfo@b-cap.ca
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CHARTS THAT MATTER 
On the topic of Stox… 

MSCI World (ACWI): 30 years, monthly candles, log axis 

 

 

S&P 500 Rel Perf vs LQD (IG Corporates) Trying to Break Out: since APR19, daily 
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S&P 500 New 52-week Highs and Lows: 1 year, daily 

 

 

S&P 500 vs 200-Day MA, % of Constituents Trading above their 20D MA in Bottom Panel: 14 years, highlighting 

those instances when the ratio crossed 90% 

 

  

Vaccines are 

coming. Risk on. 

“Mic drop” 
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S&P 500 Dividend Futures, from 2020 to 2024: normalized to 100 mid-NOV19, daily 

 

 

S&P 500 Calendar Year EPS Estimates: 2020 (YTD), daily 
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S&P 500 Quarterly Actual & Estimate EPS: 10 years, monthly, going to 2023 

 

 

S&P 500 EQUAL-WEIGHT EPS Estimates (Y+1 and Y+2) and Fwd P/E Multiples: since 2007, monthly 
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On the topic of Metals… 

Gold and Silver vs 10Y US Real Rates and DXY USD Index: since May 2019, daily 

 

 

Platinum and Palladium Outperforming Gold and Silver Last Month: since 2019, daily 
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Bloomberg Industrial Metals Index: since 2005, monthly candles 

 

 

Copper vs Gold, Ratio in Bottom Panel: since 2001, weekly 
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On the topic of interest rates… 

Nominal Interest Rates for Various US Treasury Tenors, from 3 Months to 30 Years: since mid-NOV19, daily 

 

 

US Breakevens (Proxy for Inflation Forecasts) Across Various Tenors: since mid-NOV19, daily 
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Real Interest Rates for Various US Treasury Tenors, from 12 Months to 30 Years: since mid-NOV19, daily 

 

Austria 2117 and German Bund 30Y Generic Sovereign Yields: 3 years, daily 
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USA 2-10 Spread: since 1990, weekly 

 

Canada 2-10 Spread: since 1990, weekly 
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UST5Y – Fed Funds Target Rate (mid-point): since 1990, monthly 

 

 

Fed Funds Futures Have Barely Moved. Here showing 20, 30 and 40-Month Terms: 5 years, weekly 
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On the topic of FX… 

Various Commodity-Related FX Crosses (to the USD): since mid-NOV19, daily 

CAD, AUD, NOK, ZAR and RUB 

 

 

Bitcoin, Ethereum and Gold:  since mid-JUN17, daily 
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MARKETINFO@B-CAP.CA 

The views expressed therein are based solely on information available publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true.  
The information provided do not constitute an offer, solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, inducement, promise, 
guarantee, warranty, or as an official confirmation of any transactions or contract of any kind. 
The reports include projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which represent Bouthillier Capital’s assumptions and expectations in 
the light of currently available information. 
Information contained therein cannot be the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action. These data, reports and information do not 
constitute scientific publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever. 
Data may be subject to update and correction without notice. 
Each recipient of the reports should make investigation as deemed necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the 
securities of companies/commodities referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks involved). 

All prices and market information as of 1 December 2020. 

independent, unbiased, and educated investment research 

B-CAP intends to shed light on what matters most on the economic, corporate and market fronts.  
 

It is a big toolbox including actionable ideas for the risk-taking and savvy investor. 
 

Contact us to learn more about how we can help you navigate your investment process. 
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